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Leo Thomason, co-founder of NGVi, has
over 30 years of direct natural gas vehicle
and fueling infrastructure development
experience. He is known world-wide as an
expert in natural gas fueling and vehicle
technology. A professional trainer and
experienced technical consultant, Leo helps
fleet managers, technicians and drivers
understand the nuances of using natural gas
as a transportation fuel. He has worked for
dozens of clients to assist them in solving
technical and design problems that could
not/would not be solved by others. In
addition, he has assisted customers in
designing and specifying fueling stations
and working with them through the proposal
selection and construction processes to make
sure the stations meet their needs.

Facilities Modification for Natural Gas Vehicles
As fleet managers, vehicle dealers and distributors and other service providers ramp up to
begin more widespread maintenance and repair of natural gas vehicles, their first priority
must be to ensure the health and safety of employees and customers alike. This is
accomplished by making certain vehicle facilities meet the code and safety requirements
for maintaining and repairing NGVs. This is especially important because natural gas is a
lighter-than-air fuel—which is totally opposite of the properties for gasoline or diesel.
Why Are NGV Maintenance Facilities Modifications Necessary?
Existing vehicle maintenance or repair facilities have been designed to meet safety code
requirements for gasoline and/or diesel, and both the liquid and the vapors for these fuels
are heavier than air. Thus, the code requirements address the needs of heavier-than-air
fuels. Natural gas, on the other hand, is lighter-than-air and is stored onboard vehicles at
high pressures. Facilities that were originally designed for heavier-than-air fuels must be
modified if lighter-than-air fueled vehicles will be repaired. Think about it—if diesel or
gasoline spill, the dangerous or “classified” area where a fire might ignite is on the
ground and 18 inches up. Because natural gas is lighter than air, it rises when leaked—
and the potentially hazardous area in a maintenance facility becomes from the ceiling 18
inches down. What’s usually located within that 18-inch area? Lights, electric motors,
conduits, heaters—all of these are potential ignition sources for natural gas and must be
dealt with by making appropriate modifications.
What Codes Are Involved for NGV Maintenance Facilities?
While there may be others that must be considered due to specific structural or other
circumstances, there are six primary codes covering vehicle maintenance facilities
including:







National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 52 Vehicular Gaseous Fuel Systems
Code,
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70 National Electrical Code,
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 30A Code for Motor Fuel
Dispensing Facilities and Repair Garages,
International Building Code,
International Mechanical Code and the
International Fire Code.

The final determination of which codes apply to maintenance facilities will ultimately lie
with the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ), which is usually the local fire marshal.
These codes address the lighting, heating, ventilation, and internal building structural
systems of vehicle maintenance facilities for natural gas vehicles. The codes were
developed over a period of three decades, and are performance documents—not design
documents. Interpreting the codes requires expert evaluation of potentially hazardous
conditions—the most prevalent of which is the unintentional release and ignition of
natural gas while it is inside a maintenance facility.

Because each maintenance facility is different, the codes must be applied based on the
unique characteristics of each facility. This sounds relatively simple—but it is not—
partly some of the codes conflict. For example, on the subject of ventilation in pits, there
is a discrepancy between what is required in the International Fire Code and the National
Fire Protection Association Code 52.
Major vs. Minor Repair Facilities
The International Fire Code (IFC) defines a major repair facility as one where work is
performed on the fuel system and may require open flames or welding. On the other
hand, a minor repair facility is defined as one where work is not performed on the fuel
system and is limited to exchange of parts and maintenance requiring no open flame or
welding.
The fuel system is defined as any component located between the fuel receptacle and the
fuel injector. Both the IFC and NFPA 30A exempt minor repair facilities from all code
requirements specific to CNG--except for ventilation requirements.
By code definition, minor repair facilities perform services including:









Chassis Lubrication
Transmission Repair
Engine Tune-ups
Parts Replacement
Oil Changes
Break System Repairs
Tire Rotation
Similar Routine Maintenance

All other work involving the fuel system is considered major repair, including changing
coalescing filters.
To minimize costs, some (but not all) facilities can be separated into major and minor
repair areas. Separation can be accomplished through the use of fire walls, partitions and
other methods—all of which must be pre-approved by the AHJ.
What Is Included in an Effective NGV Maintenance Facility Evaluation?
To ensure safety and code compliance, a comprehensive vehicle maintenance facility
evaluation must be performed by an expert in appropriate CNG code requirements,
interpretations and industry best practices. These evaluations include the following:








ventilation system,
heating system,
lighting system,
electrical system,
mechanical system,
building envelope, and
internal structure, including below-grade maintenance pits and/or floor drains.

Maintenance facility evaluations for most maintenance and repair facilities take about
one day to complete plus appropriate time (usually one to two days) for researching
additional codes if necessary and writing a comprehensive report of findings and
recommendations.
What Happens After the NGV Maintenance Facility Evaluation is Completed?
Once the report is written and depending on the recommended modifications, next steps
may include:
1. Gather and document pertinent engineering information regarding the existing
building in sufficient detail to allow for the design of necessary upgrades.
2. Size and select required major equipment and gather pertinent vendor
information.
3. Develop preliminary conceptual layout drawing to generally describe proposed
upgrades and space utilization.
4. Contact local building and fire code officials to confirm documentation
requirements for formal submittal to plan check.
5. Develop design drawings, calculations, and details describing work required to
upgrade the existing facility in sufficient detail to allow for preliminary estimating
and project planning.
6. Construction – Review and respond to relevant technical questions. Confirm
completed construction was performed compliant with design.
7. Record drawing and close out project – Update design drawing set and issue final
record of drawings. Confirm successful start-up and testing of new systems and
final sign off of all permits obtained.
How Much Do NGV Facilities Modifications Cost?
Because every facility is different, costs vary depending on the size of the facility and the
modifications that must be undertaken. It’s worth noting that there can be a huge cost
difference between making the reasonable modifications that are required by code vs.
“gold plating” (making every modification possible.) The codes are designed to ensure
safety—and going beyond them is not necessary.
If you would like to discuss your need for vehicle maintenance facility evaluations,
please contact NGVi Customer Service at 800-510-6484.
NGVi Safety Training Options
NGVi can train your technicians to work safely on and around natural gas vehicles.
NGV Technician and Fleet Operations Safety Training
 Trains your technicians how to work safely on and around natural gas vehicles.
CNG Fuel System Inspector Training
 Trains technicians how to confidently inspect CNG fuel systems every three years
or 36,000 miles or after any fire or accident as required by NHTSA.

